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THE CHALLENGE

The diverse nature of cities, its thriving business districts
and its multiple users inevitably creates high demand on
finite parking space.
A 2011 IBM report estimated that over 30 percent of
traffic in a city is caused by drivers searching for a parking
spot. Not only do inefficient parking systems result in
congestion and increased carbon emissions, they also
waste commuters’ time, lead to lost productivity and
economic opportunities and can lead to inefficient city
services.
An intelligent approach to parking and traffic management
is needed.

SMART PARKING

Smart Parking is achieving unparalleled
endorsement and adoption across the globe, for
the delivery of comprehensive, advanced,
intelligent parking management information
systems.
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We have delivered and support
sophisticated parking systems across the
globe, with solutions that serve many
requirements ranging from shopping
centres, supermarkets, airports,
commercial parking sites, universities,
medium and large scale municipal
environments.
We estimate that at least 70% of all real
production smart parking environments
globally are using Smart Parking systems.
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THE SMARTPARK SOLUTION

SmartSensors

SmartSpot Gateways

SmartApp

Smart Parking’s vehicle detection sensor uses
an advanced combination of digital coded
infrared and magnetic field detection
mechanisms setting the highest standards for
accuracy in the industry today.

SmartSpots equip smart cities with a single
‘street furniture’ device which not only
collects data from parking sensors but also
allows integration with a wide range of
additional smart services such as public
broadband, video surveillance, lighting
control, and more.

Easy-to-use smartphone app that
enables drivers to easily locate vacant
parking spaces in real-time.

SMARTSPOT GATEWAY

SmartSpot Lite

SmartSpot Omni

SmartSpots equip smart cities with a single ‘street furniture’ device which
not only collects data from parking sensors but also allows integration
with a wide range of additional smart services such as public broadband,
video surveillance, lighting control, and more.

They provide a common IoT gateway platform which is flexible enough to
accommodate a wide range of connectivity requirements and protocols
within smart city environments ranging from common Ethernet and WiFi
compatible devices (cameras, streetlighting, etc) to vehicle detection sensors
and open standards such as Zigbee/802.15.4, LoRaWAN, 3G, 4G, and the
upcoming 5G. We like to call these areas of open connectivity – SmartZones.

IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE
Drivers can greatly benefit from reduced levels of
congestion, improved traffic management systems, and
shorter parking search times.
Smart Parking systems are also providing drivers with
flexible payment options and advanced reservation
systems that make it easier to pay for parking and top-up
remotely.
Smartphones allow drivers to access real-time parking
availability information and integrate it into their travel
planning.

PARKING GUIDANCE - APPS

PARKING GUIDANCE – VMS DISPLAYS
Smart Parking sensors use proprietary digital coded infra-red beams to detect the arrival, departure, and presence
of the vehicle in each individual parking bay. The real time sensed status is transmitted between the sensor and the
SmartCloud parking management services platform using two way digital RF communications.

The quantity, type and location of available spaces is displayed on large variable message signs with direction
indicators to get the driver there.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Guidance and availability are an even bigger
challenge for Electric Vehicles
Lots of discussion with charger manufacturers
and Councils

Charger use does not always equate to bay use
Sensors provide occupancy data to prevent
Electric Vehicle’s being ICE’d or bay blocking long
after the charging cycle has been completed
Options to incentivise fair use and penalise bay
obstruction
Increase turnover rates and decrease average
stay times
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SmartRep, the consolidated
dashboard that provides real time
and historical occupancy data
across your parking facility.
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IMPROVED EFFICIENCY & REVENUE GENERATION
When city managers have access to real-time parking data,
occupancy rates, and usage patterns, new transportation
policy can be developed that can help reduce congestion
and improve traffic flows.
Historical and real-time parking information allows parking
managers to target resources for enforcement, reducing the
cost of operations while increasing revenue.

The flexibility offered by smart parking systems can also
shift the emphasis from enforcement and penalties to
improvements in meter payments and other fees.

SMARTAPI

SmartAPI opens up a world of possibilities for
integrating our platform with city assets. It provides
access to real-time and status information across a
global parking network, in a single and consistent way.
It is rapidly becoming a powerful foundation for a wide
variety of layered complementary solutions. These
include Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), mobile
application developers, new classes of highly linked
services application and dynamic information driven
web sites as well as general data integration
requirements

DEPLOYMENTS
Smart Parking has become one of the most
flexible, experienced and technologically
innovative parking management companies in
the world.
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